**Recommended Profiles (22)**

**She is an Astronomer:**

**Experiences of Contemporary Women Astronomers**

Conny Aerts (Belgium)
Older, equally represented genders at her institution


Sarah Bridle (UK)
33 years old, good percentage of women at her institution


Gloria Dubner (Argentina)
Older, equal representation of women at her institute, mixed feelings about the ease of obtaining a job as a woman


Jayanne English (Canada)
Older, women overrepresented at her institution, positive outlook on treatment of women in the field


Llana Feain (Australia)
Young, low percentages of women in managerial roles in her institution but positive outlook about it, positive experience with unbiased treatment


Eva K. Grebel (Germany)
Older, low percentages of women at her institution, positive experience


Anne Green (Australia)
Older, low percentages of women in her institution, mixed feelings about women’s opportunities in the field


R. Elizabeth Griffin (Canada)
Older, very negative experience


Amanda Gulbis (South Africa)
Young, low percentages of women at her institution, positive experience

Saeko Hayashi (Japan/Hawaii)
   Older, low percentages of women at her institution, positive experience
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/northamerica/saeko-hayashi

Erita Jones (Australia)
   Young, women are underrepresented at her institution, mixed feelings
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/australasia/eriita-jones

Mary Kontizas (Greece)
   Older, low percentage of women in her country, negative/mixed experience
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/europe/mary-kontizas

Sara Khalafinejad (Iran)
   Young, very low percentage of women in her country, negative outlook
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/asia/sara-khalafinejad

Sirasas Komonjinda (Thailand)
   Young, varying percentages from 25-50%, mixed experience

Sera Markoff (Netherlands)
   Middle age, married, no children, low percentage of women in higher levels at her
   institution, positive experience
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/europe/seramarkoff

Brenda Matthews (Canada)
   Middle aged, low percentages of women, positive experiences
   (http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/northamerica/brenda-matthews)

Alison Peck (Chile)
   Middle aged, low percentages of women, positive experience
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/southamerica/alison-peck

Encarni Romero Colmenero (South Africa)
   Middle aged, low percentages of women, mixed experiences

Monica Tosi (Italy)
   Older, equal percentage, negative outlook for future of her country
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/europe/monica-tosi

Ewine F. van Dishoeck (Netherlands)
   Older, low percentages of women, positive experiences
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/europe/ewinefvandishoeack
Helen Walker (UK)
   Older, low percentages, negative outlook and experiences
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/europe/helenwalker

Shuhua Ye (China)
   Older, low percentages, positive experiences, mixed outlook
   http://www.sheisanastronomer.org/index.php/profiles/asia/shuhuaye